A counting protocol (mod m) consists of shared mem-
We use the notion counting protocol for an implementation of a counter which satisfies the weak correct ness requirement mentioned earlier, and which enables to count modulo some fixed number m. we use our result to show that K-smoothing protocols are possible only when m is a power of 2, and they require at least log m -[log(2K + 1)1 bit changes per token distribution. We will also provide a simple direct proof that the depth of Ksmoothing networks is at least log m.
The above results indicate that relatively tight lower bounds on counting and smoothing networks can be obtained by using only a part of the correctness requirements they are required to satisfy.
It should be noted that counting networks are a severely restricted form of counting protocols -this is vividly demonstrated by the fact that a counting protocol can be implemented using only log m bits, while a counting network requires Q(m log m) bits.
Our result implies that for every counting proto- 2As in counting networks, the paper assumes an increment operation that also returns the value of the counter, and the "value assigned" refers to the value returned by the increment operation. That is, first we pick a process from H; and let it flip r and then pick a process from H! and let it flip r back, and so on until each process in these two groups flips r one time.
Notice that between the point where a process in H; is suspended and the point when it is activated the value of~is changed an even number of times and hence the process will not notice that r has been changed and will change r when it is activated again, and similarly for processes in H;. Again, the the size of each of this two groups is Since Pr is an n-counting protocol for every n, it is in particular an n'-counting protocol. Thus, Pr satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 (for n = n'). The theorem follows. 1
In the theorem, we get that flip(Pr) > log(m). 
